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Introduction
Algebraic specifications are now widely used for data structuring and they turn
out to be quite useful for various aspects of program development, such as prototyp-
ing, assisted program construction, proving properties, etc. [3, 12, 13, 1.5, 16, 17, 81.
Some of these applications require adding a notion of computation to algebraic
specifications, for instance by providing a (convergent) rewrite rule system that
expresses the properties of the operators. In this context, it may be of prime interest
to define a notion of algorithmic complexity for an algebraic specification, or, more
precisely, a notion of complexity for each operator defined in the specification.
Computing operator complexity within a given specification helps understanding
how evaluation costs are distributed; it may single out “costly” operators, and
motivate the search for an equivalent, but “cheaper”, specification.
In [5], the cost of a term is defined as the number of rewriting steps for reducing
it to its normal form, and the cost of an operator is defined as the genera1 cost of
a term obtained by applying this operator to terms in normal form. In this paper,
we further formalize this notion of operator complexity and investigate its computa-
tion through analysis methods developed for instance in [24,9]. We show how these
methods apply to the computation of the enumerative series related to the terms of
an algebraic specification. We define the notion of regular rewriting systems, and
consider cost series associated with operators that are described by such systems.
We show how these analysis methods apply to compute such costs and provide an
asymptotic evaluation of the average cost of an operator. Our results allow costs to
be computed without any explicit manipulation of series. We provide the user with
ready-to-use formulae, where the different parameters only depend on the
“geometry” of the system, e.g. the number of constructors in the left-hand side of
rules, number of occurrences of a derived operator in the right-hand side, etc.
Quantitative evaluation of rewriting systems had not yet been studied under such
an approach (except in [5]), to our knowledge. From a different point of view,
complexity of algebraic implementations has been studied in [2,8 etc.] w.r.t computa-
bility issues.
* This work has been partially supported by the CNRS P.R.C. de Programmation, and by the ESPRIT
Meteor project.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to illustrating with an
example the use of complexity analysis methods on term-rewriting systems; Section
2 presents the results on the enumerative series of term algebras that we use in the
rest of the paper; in Section 3 we define regular systems and prove some of their
properties; in Section 4 we show how the expression of the cost series for a “derived”
operator can be systematically computed from the syntactic form of the rewrite
rules; in Section 5 we develop the asymptotic evaluation of operator costs: we show
conditions for the average cost to be asymptotically constant, polynomial or exponen-
tial, and give several examples.
1. Introductory example
This section is an introduction to complexity analysis methods by means of an
example. We first show how to compute the enumerative series of binary trees
constructed with two operators (a constant operator and a binary operator); we
then give an asymptotic evaluation of the series coefficients. We then add an operator
and describe its behavior by rewrite rules: we apply the analysis methods to the
computation of this operator cost series and deduce its average cost.
Let us assume that one wants to evaluate the average cost of a given computation
on some data set. The data belong to a set of objects, a size can be computed for
each object; let D,, denote the set of objects of size n, and N,, = card( D,). Assuming
all the objects have the same probability, the average cost is (see, e.g. [14])
c, =$ 1 cost(d)+.
n deD,z n
Generating series are defined by associating the series a(z) = 1 a,z” with a sequence
(a,): with the sequence (N,,) the enumerative series N(z) =C N,,z” is associated,
and with the sequence (C,) the cost series C(z) = 1 C,,z” is associated. Computation
of the coefficients of the generating series can be performed either using “exact”
methods (e.g., using the Lagrange inversion theorem) or methods that provide an
approximation, based on real or complex analysis techniques. The asymptotic value
of the coefficients a, of a complex series 1 a,,~” may be evaluated using results of
complex functions theory (essentially based on Cauchy’s formula): the singularity
closest to the origin determines the order of growth of the coefficients (more precisely,
their exponential factor is determined by the convergence radius of the series and
their polynomial factor is a function of the nature of the singularity) (see e.g. [24]).
Consider the example of a specification of binary trees with two constructors:
the constant “a” and the “_._” operator (think of “cons” in Lisp). Considering the
enumerative series N,,,,(z) = 1 naO N,,z”, since each nth power of z appears as many
times as there are trees of size n, we have N,,,,(z) = C I~ 7,rrr z”’ where T,,,, is the set
of terms built with the constructors “a” and “_._“.
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Let us first perform the computation of Ntree(z)by case analysis on terms:
Ntree(z) = c z”’ + 1 Z’t’.‘,‘.
r=a t=l,.fZ
Since It, . fzl = l+)t,)+)tJ,
Nt,,,(z)=z+z 1 z”1’ 1 z”~‘=z(l+N:,,,(z)).
‘1~ =,,,, ‘2C -rlW
In the general case, computation of N,,,,(z) can also be performed using systematic
methods for computing enumerative series and cost series for algorithms on com-
binatorial structures [9] (in particular, one may apply these methods when trees are
used as data structures to represent terms); the main steps of these methods are the
following:
(1) take the construction primitives of the combinatorial object and deduce the
structural equations; in the case of tree this leads to
t r e e =  a +  /Y or tree = a + l X tree X tree
tree tree
where + is the disjoint union and x the Cartesian product;
(2) transpose the structural equation(s) to generating series, using the fact that
when considering the associated series, any disjoint union is expressed by a sum
and any Cartesian product is expressed by a product; in our example, this leads to
N&(z) = z + zN,,,,(z)N,,,,(z)
(the same result was obtained above by case analysis);
(3) solve the generating series equations.
In the above example, simple resolution leads to
l-Jl-4z2
NW(Z) = 2z
(this solution is adequate since it is analytic at the origin), and further computation
by series development leads to
N2p = 0  a n d  NZp+, =-
(Catalan numbers, cf. [20]). Using the Stirling formula
P!=G(Ple)W+0(I/P)),
this yields
N -&P-‘/22Q(l+o(;)).2p+1-
A more general approach is to use complex analysis methods (local analysis
around singularities) for passing from functional equations over generating functions
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to asymptotic expressions of their coefficients. Continuing with our example, we
have: Nfree(z) = ---/2z+ l/22. Ntree(z) is analytic for IzI <f and has
two singularities: z = i and z = -4. Let us apply the Newton expansion’
[z”](l -qzy = q”(-1) f:)=qfy-::;)
One shows that when n + foe,
[Zn](l-qzy  =ggfi( 1+0(i))
(where r is the Euler Gamma function: T(X) = 1:” e-‘t”-‘dt. We recall that T(x+
1) = XT(X), r(l) = l-hence r(n) = (n - l)! when n E N-and r(i) = A).
The contributions of singularities with same module are added together, in our
case leading to
1+0(i)) for n odd,
for n even.
A more systematic approach that uses “transfer lemmas” [9] is presented in
Section 2.
Now let us add a derived operator “-t-” (called “shuffle” since it is moving
subtrees around) defined with the following rules:
(S,): aTt+a. t, (t, . ma + (t, . fd . 6
(t, . QT(% %)+(tlPh). (f*T%).
The cost of a term is the number of rewriting steps necessary to reduce it to its
normal form for a given strategy; the cost of an operator is defined as the cost of
a term obtained by applying this operator to the terms in normal form. In all
examples considered in this paper, it is ensured that operator costs are independent
from the evaluation strategy (cf. Proposition 3.5).
Let us evaluate the cost functions for the operators of this specification: “a” and
“_._” being constructors, the corresponding cost functions are equal to zero. Compu-
tation of the cost function for the operation “_T_” will be done by means of the
following generating function (cf. Definition 4.1):
C?(z)= 1 CLz” w h e r e  CL= 1 cost(tTu)
?I30 cue ~,r.,
~f~+~U~=~
(where (t/ is the size of the term t, i.e. the total number of symbols
t, and where T,,,, is the set of terms in normal form, which is here
of terms built on the constructors “a” and “-.-“).
’ [z”]@(z) denotes the coefficient of z” in Q(z).
that appear in
exactly the set
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Hence,
C ’ ( z ) =  1 cost( t~t4)z’W
‘.U t TV,,,
Let us use a case analysis for terms in normal form to compute C’(z):
C?(z)= c cost(a~t)z’+“‘+ c
‘i Tree
,,,r,~7,,,, cost((t, . t2)p4z”1-‘2’+’
+ c,,,,,,“,,uztT,,,, cost((t, . f2)?(% . ~*))z”‘.L~‘+‘u’.u”.
(1) Since
cost((t, . tJTa)= l+cost((t, . 22). a)= 1,
cost((t, . Mu, . %)) = 1 +cost((t,tn,). (fzT%))
we have
(2) Since cost(( t,Tu,) . ( t2Tu,)) = cost( t,tu,) + cost( f2Tu2),
C(z) = z%,,(z) + z2N:Az) + z2Nk,(z)
+z2 c COSt(t,~U,)Z”“Z’U~’ c 21’2’ 1 z’Uz’
‘l>Ult T<,,, ‘ZE TV,, ~2s T,,,,
+z* 1 C0St(t2~U*)Z”W~’ c z”” c z’U”
‘Z>UZt r,,,, fl= T<,,, u,tT,,,,
= N&,(z) +2z2N:,,,(z)CT(z). (2)
Hence,
c?(z) = N:ree(z)
1 - 2z2 N:,,,( z) ’
Replacing in this expression N&z) by its value (1 -Jl - 4z2)/2z and using the
same complex analysis method as for N&z) (development around singularities,
Newton expansion, adding up the contributions of singularities) yields
c&=-2 p-; 2p 3/2(1+0(;)).
Now the average cost is Cl, = Cl,/ N2,2p where N,,,, (cf. Section 2) is the number
’ Using the fact that N,,,,(z) = (l+ N:,,,(z)).
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of tree couples (t,, t2) such that I ,1 + ItZ( = 2~. Computation of N2,2p yields cl,, =
4(1+0(1/p)), thus, the average number of rewriting steps when the t operator is
applied to a binary tree is asymptotically constant.
2. Enumerative series of the term algebra
We now apply to the term algebra some algebraic and analytic results on families
of trees that have been developed in [21,24]. An enumerative series can be associated
to the signature of a set of terms and complex analysis techniques can be used to
extract asymptotic information on the series coefficients.
We denote by TCOnStT the set of terms built on the signature Constr. Let us denote
by (Ye the number of symbols in Constr of arity k. We always suppose that (Ye # 0.
Definition 2.1. Let N, stand for the number of terms in Tconstr of size n. The
enumerative series of Tconstr is
N(z) = 1 iv,z” = c Z”‘.
n>O ft Tc,,,,r
Let Q(X) stand for the polynomial Q(X) =Ci=, akXk, where p denotes the
largest arity in Constr, and where there exists (Yk> 0 with ka2.’ We have the
following results:
(1) N(z) is a solution of the functional equation N(z) = z * @(N(z)) (cf. Section
1: transposition from structural equations to generating series).
(2) Let us suppose that there are no polynomial ?P and integer d a 2 such that
Q(X) = !P(Xd); let r be the smallest root of the equation Q(X) =X@‘(X), and
p = 7/@(r); p is the convergence radius of N(z) and 0 < p < 1. It can be shown
that T is the only real positive root of the equation Q(X) = X@‘(X) such that IX]= 7.
Moreover, T = N(p) and p is the only singularity of N(z) such that ]zI = p. Then,
around z = p [21],
(F1)
(3) Transfer Lemmas: When it is possible to have an asymptotic development
of a series around the singularity that is closest to the origin, under some conditions
of analytic continuation (that are always fulfilled in the case of term algebras) an
estimation of the series coefficients can be deduced from the series estimation
through transfer lemmas [9].
We use the transfer lemmas in the following case: let f(z) = h(z) + O(g(z)) be
the expansion off around the singularity p, where h and g are standard functions
3 If this condition is not satisfied, this means that N(z) = z( 1 + a,N), and thus N(z)=z/(l -(Y,z).
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of the type (1 -z/P)~ and h is of higher order than g and p. Then [z”]f(z) =
[z”lh(z)+O([z”lg(z)).
Considering the expression (Fl) and applying the transfer lemmas, one gets
P5’2) with r( -4) = -26,
i.e. finally,
N,, = J p-“n-3y 1+0(i)).
Note 2.2. For average cost computations, we need to evaluate the quantity N,,,,
that is, the number of terms t, , . . . , t, E Tconstr such that ) ,I t. * . + 1 t,( = n. Then
Thus, Nm,, is the coefficient of z” in (N(z))“, and using (Fl)we have
(N(z))” = P - WIT-~i~~(l-~)“2+y(l-$)+o(~1-;/3~2).
Now, using the transfer lemmas, we obtain
N~,~=m~m-1Jz,~p-‘n~3~2(l+O(~))
and
Nm,n = WIT”-‘Nn =& (N"(z))l,=,N,.
More generally, given the polynomial on N(z), P(N(z)) =I:=, diNi( and
similarly [z”]P( N(z)) = N,(dP/dN)lz_,,.
Note 2.3. The above results were obtained for the case where p was the only
singularity of N(z) such that /z/ =p. Let us now consider the case where there are
more than one such singularities. If Q(X) = !P(Xd), let T still denote the unique
real, positive root of the equation O(X) =X@‘(X). The other solutions of this
equation are e2ik7i’dr for k = 1,2, . . . , d - 1. We now have
N~=d~~‘~.n”‘(1+0(~))  if n=l [ m o d d ] ,
N,,=O otherwise
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and
Nm,n= dmTm-‘~~~~‘~-3’2(1+~(t)) if n=m  [modd],
N 0m,n = otherwise.
Example 2.4. These results immediately apply to the example of Section 1 wh re
Constr={a,_._}. We have (~~=l,cri=O, cu,=l. Then @(x)=1+X2, ofthe form
P(X’), with !P( Y) = I+ Y. r satisfies 1+ r2 = 2r2. Thus T = 1 and p = r/@(r) = $,
and we derive
N, = &2”+‘K3”(  1+0(i))  for n o d d ,
I
LO for n even;
Nm,n =
g2fl+1nP3’2(l+0(b))for n=m  [modd],
lo otherwise.
Notice that letting m = 2, n = 2p, we obtain
N,.,,=&2’pp?(1+0(~))
which leads to the same result as obtained in Section 1.
3. Regular systems
In this section we define regular systems and prove that they have the following
properties: finite termination (or noetherianity), confluence (i.e. unicity of normal
form), and the number of rewriting steps to the normal form is independent of the
strategy.
We suppose that the set of operator symbols 2 is partitioned into
l a set Constr of constructors (there are functions that generate the set of terms
TConstr 9 and for which the generating function N was computed hereabove);
l a set Der of derived operators (that realize computations on terms of Tconstr).
We wish to ensure that any term of Tconstr(i.e. built with constructors only) is
irreducible, and that for f E Der and for t,, . . . , t,, E Tconstr, f( t,, . . . , t,) rewrites
into a unique term of Tconstr in a finite amount of rewrite steps. To this effect, we
are going to restrict the form of the rules that are acceptable.
Definition 3.1. A Constr-enumeration is a finite family of n-tuples4 (w,) of
( ~cmstr(X))“,where e belongs to a set of indices, such that
l each w, contains at least a constructor symbol;
4 We use boldfaced type to denote vectors.
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l for any t E ( Tconstr)“, there exists a unique substitution u : X + Tconstr and a unique
e such that t = w,u,
Thus, intuitively speaking, the (w,) form a description of (T,,,,,(X))” that is at
the same time exhaustive and nonambiguous. For instance, with Constr = (0, s}, we
can take cc), = (x, 0) and w2 = (x, s(y)), as a Constr-enumeration of ( Tconstr(X))*
(here, e E {1,2}); with the same set of constructors, cr), = (0, 0), w2 = (0, s(y)), o3 =
(s(x), 0), w4 = (s(x), S(Y)), is another example of a Constr-enumeration of
( TC.onstr(X))2 (with e E {I, 2,3,4}). Let us note that the number of e’s just reflects
the degree of “detail” in the description.
Let X, stand for the variables that appear in cry,; in the previous example, we
have XI  = { I, X1 = (~1, X3 = {XI, X4 = ix, ~1.
Definition 3.2. A Constr-dejinition ffE Der is a set of rewrite rules R, = ( I;),,~(, ),
where II(f) is a set of indices for the rules R, such that
l each rule is of the form r,:f(~~)+ pc, where (w,),,b(,) is a Constr-enumeration
of TT.2$r and ar(f) is the arity off;
l each pe is of the form pf = K(x,, . . . ,x,, @,, . . . , r$,), where
- K is a context made of constructors only,
- {x, , . . . , x,} G X,, where X, = var(o,),
- each & is of the form g(y,, . . ., yar+)), where g is a derived operator,
{YI, . . . , yarcg)I G X,, and yi #Y, if if j.
A typical rule thus looks as shown in Fig. 1.
.f!w(x,, x2,%.x4,x5,-%,x,))+ K
XI x4 x6 X5 X4 x4 x2 Xl
Fig. 1.
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Definition 3.3. A set of R of rewrite rules is regular if it is of the form R = U .fFDe,R,,
where Rf is a Constr-definition off for each f E Der. For instance, the following
systems are regular:
(Sk Constr = (0, s}, Der={+,even} and
R,: x+0+x, x+s(y)+s(x+y)
R e.en: even(O) + True, even(s(0)) + False,
even(s(s(x))) + even(x)
The Constr-enumeration associated to “t” is the one presented hereabove, while
the one associated with “even” is w, = (0), w2 = (s(O)), w3 = (s(s(x))).
(&)I Constr={a, _._}, Der= {f,(-)A-)] and
Thus, regular systems can be mutually recursive.
We have the following result.
Theorem 3.4. A regular system is confluent and noetheriun. Moreover, it provides
suficiently  complete and hierarchically consistent definitions of the derived operators
w.r. t. the constructors.
Proof. Confluence is because a regular system has no critical pair. Let us now prove
noetherianity. We order TconstrvDer by the recursive path ordering >rpo (cf. [6, 71)
such that all the constructors are equivalent, all the derived operators are equivalent,
and the derived operators are greater than the constructors. Then consider a rule
f(Wi)~~K(xl,...,x,,~l,...,&,) with the previous notations. Each & is of the
form g(.vr , . . , yarcgj). Since, by hypothesis,wi is not empty, the multiset  {Wi} is
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strictly greater (for the associated ordering >>rpo) than the multiset {v,, . . . , yarc,,}.
Thus,f(w,) >rpo $Q for any k, and finallyf(wi) >rpo K(x,, . . . , x,, c,b,, . . . , $I,). This
ends the proof of the termination of a regular system.
We notice that terms in Tconstrare irreducible, since no left-hand side admits a
constructor at the root occurrence. This implies hierarchical consistence w.r.t. the
constructors. Conversely, a term in normal form contains no derived operator, since
otherwise a rule would apply to further reduce it. Thus, the system is also hierarchi-
cally complete. 0
In this article, we restrict attention to regular systems only. We then have the
following result.
Proposition 3.5. Let R be a regular system. For any term t = f (t, , . . . , t,) with f E Der
andt,,...,t,ETconstr,the number of rewrite steps between t and its normal form is
independent of the rewriting strategy.
Proof. Let us denote by r the set of terms of Tconstruoer such that at most one
derived operator appears from any path inside the term to the root. It is clear that,
if R is regular, if t E r and t +* t’, then t’c T. We are going to show, more generally,
that for any t E r, the cost of t does not depend on the evaluation strategy (which
proves the previous lemma). Ad absurdum, suppose that this is not the case for a
given t. We can write t = K[f,(x,), . . . , fn(xn)], where K and the xi’s are made of
constructors only, and the J;‘s are derived operators. We consider two cases
Case 1: If K is empty (and t =f,(xl)), then exactly one rule applies to t. We let
4(t) be the term such that  + 4(t). Then, necessarily, the cost of 4(t) depends on
the evaluation strategy.
Case 2: Else, if the cost of each J;(xi) is equal to mi, whatever the evaluation
strategy, then the cost of t would be m, +. . . + m,, whatever the strategy, which
would contradict the hypothesis. Thus, there exists an i such that the cost ff;(x;)
depends on the evaluation strategy. We then let 4(t) =A(,yi).
We define the ordering “ > ” by t > t’ iff either t + t’ or t’ is a strict subterm of t.
“ > ” is well-founded. Now, the infinite chain t, 4(t), +(d( t)), . . . is decreasing for
“ > “9 which yields the desired contradiction.0
Note 3.6. The property is not true for elements outside of K Consider for instance
the regular system
x10+ 0, XlS(Yb+XlY).
The term “(OlO)lO” (which is not in r) would be normalized in respectively one or
two steps by an “outermost” or an “innermost” strategy.
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4. Cost series for the derived operators in regular systems
This section and the following present the two main theorems of the paper.
Theorem 4.2 gives the expression of the cost series as a function of the syntactic
form of the rewriting system, Theorem 5.1 gives an asymptotic equivalent of the
average cost of a derived operator on a term of size n.
Definition 4.1. Let f E Der of arity m. Let C(, stand for the number of rewrite steps
of the term f( t, , . , t,,) to its normal form, where the (t,) ,= i_ m range over Tcon\tr
and are such that It,/+. . .+lt,,,I=n:
c!= c cost(f(t,,  . . , tm)).
11..-  ,~,,,C  7-c 111,\11~1,~+...+lf,,,J=?l
The cost series associated with .f is
C’(z)= 1 C(,z”= 1 cost(f( t,, . . . ) tm))Z”l’+...+l’““.
n -0 11,. .f,,,E  ~,.,>“,L,
From now on, we suppose that Der = {f, , . . . , fNDer}  where NDer is the number
of derived operators. Given a regular system, with each J  defined by a Constr-
definition (see Definition 3.2), we can write
C’,(z)= c cost(f;( 1,) . . . ) tar(,;)))W .+“‘~r(cJ
f~,....‘.,r, ,,6 Tc,,,\,r
=A:
cost(J;(w:,cT))z’“?
whedwL)..D,,,,is a Constr-enumeration of TF.2$)t,. We have
cost(A(m:,a)) =  1-t c cost(+k,,,ca),
I-  h-n:
in accordance with Definition 3.2. Thus
C’,(z)= 1 1 z’“:“‘+ c c c COSt(~~,,,,u)Z’w~~“,
PC  DC 1,) (7 ee D( ,, , <r I-  h--n,
. / L J
A + B
where A = N”‘(‘,)(z) is a constant part of this sum, and B is a recursive part.
In order to simplify the B part of C’,, we first notice that it is actually quantified
over e corresponding to the rules with nonconstant right-hand sides, that we denote
D&j;). Let X,,i stand for the variables of wb. Then, we may write 4k,i,p =
f,( y,, . . . , yzirc ,,)) for a certain j. We suppose that u restricted to the variables X,,
of w:, is defined by
{dYl) = 11,. . . , ~Y,,(,~J = far(,,),  and dw,) = fi for ali w, E Xe,,-{~tll.
The w,‘s are the variables that appear in the left-hand sides and not in the right-hand
sides of the rule f:, and we let I(i,j, e) be the number of w,‘s.
Let &, stand for the number of constructors appearing in wt (let us recall that,
according to Definition 3.1, &fO). We have Io~(TI=~~,,+(~,~+...+~I~,~ ,,,, I+
lr’,l+. . ~+l&,,,,,l.  Then
= z”.,’ c cost(f,(r, ) . . ) tar(,,)))z”“+. ,+“.svt ‘,“z’f;1+...+l~;“,‘.“‘.
ei= D,,‘( 1, 1
Let ~1, stand for the number of occurrences of ‘f,” in the right-hand side of the
rule rz, The B part of C ‘, finally rewrites into
zzz c 1 E~,,ZE,.,NIX,,,I-;lr(l,‘Cf,(Z),
eFn,,‘cf,, I- ,- n,
Going back to the example in Section 1, we have Constr = {a, .}, the rule system is
(S,): aTt+a. t, (t,. fz)Ta+(4. tz). 4 (t,. fJT(%.  4’(4WI)~ (tzt%)
a n d  w e  h a v e  ~!=(a, t), wi= (f, t2, a), wJ= (t, . f2, uI u,), X,,, ={t}, X2.? =
if,, t4, X3,, = if,, t2, ul, ~~1, 51,r = 1, &,T = 2, 5i,r = 2. e$,t = 2 (the others are m-o),
53.T = 2, I%,I = 4, and ar(t) = 2, which leads to the result
C’(z) = N;‘,,,(z)+2z2N:,,,(z)CT(z).
Back to our general development let C(z) and Y(z) stand for the vectors
[c:j:;)J and (s::1:ll).
We also define
M , , , ( z ) =  c F&Z’,+ N lX,.,,l-nr(  ‘#yz),
et U,,‘C  I, 1
with ~f,~ the number of occurrences of the ‘ ,” in the right-hand side of the rule
r: (i.e. the eth rule defining f;), [,~,, the number of constructors appearing in w:,,
IX,,,1 the number of variables in w:. We let M(z) denote  the  matr ix
(M,,,(z)),c~i,,‘NDer.We obtain the central result of this paper.
Theorem 4.2. The cost series satis5e.s fhe equation C(z) = M(z)C(z) + Y(z). The
expression of each cost series is
c,,(z) =W(Id-W”‘(z))
det ( Id -M(z ) )  ’
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where Id is the identity matrix, and (Id -M)[“(z)  is the matrix Id -M(z) with the
i-th column being replaced by Y(z).
Since z = N(z)/@(N(z)), each C,‘;(z) may be rewritten into the form C-c(z) =
Pi( N(z))/Q’(N(z)), where P and Q are prime polynomials with integer coefficients.
Now, in order to evaluate the C$, we have to determine the smallest singularity of
each C’,(z). Its singularities are
- either the singularities of N(z), the smallest being for z = p,
- or the z’s such that Qi( N(z)) = 0.
5. Asymptotic evaluation of the operator costs
Let us denote by PA the smallest real positive root of Q’(N(pb)) = 0 (with the
convention that pb= cc if Q’(N(z)) has no root for IzI~ph). We now have the
following main theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The average cost sa isjies the following asymptotic equations:
(1) ifp<pt, then C?s=k,(l+O(l/n));
(2) ifp = ph, then c$ = k2n4’2(1  +0(1/G));
(3) ifp > ,D;, then c?; = k,(p/pb)“n’“‘2(1 +0(1/n)).
The k,‘s are real numbers, and q and r are strictly positive integers; all of them can
be simply expressed (as shown hereafter-Results 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3).
Let us note that, given the parameters depending on the geometry of the rewriting
system, automatic computation of M(z), Y(z) and C’s(z) can be performed with
the assistance of a formal computation system (in the case of our examples, we
used the MAPLE system [22]). In order to compute the mean cost, the only difficult
point may be to compute the zeros of the denominator (computation of the singularity
of N(z) should not be problematic since the arity of constructors is usually less
than or equal to 3).
We now proceed to proving Theorem 5.1 by successively considering the three
cases.
Study of case (1)
We can write, using Taylor expansion formula around r,
Applying the Transfer Lemmas of Section 2, and using the approximation (Fl)
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C:_k,~~p-n*-3,2(1+O(~)) with k,=&(~)~N=7
(when there are d singularities on the circle of convergence of N(z), k, is the above
expression multiplied by d if n = ar(J;) [mod d], and C$ = 0 otherwise), and finally,
we have the following result.
Result 5.1
Cl; =$= k,( 1+0(i)), with k, = arcx,;art~,i-, $2) / N=r
Example 5.1. We consider, on binary trees built as previously (cf. Section 1 and
Example 2.4), another version of a shuffle function on trees, defined by the following
set of rules:
RT ?(a, a) + a
Let us recall that N(z) = z( 1 + N2(z)), p = 4 and 7 = N(p) = 1. The Constr-enumer-
ations used are the same for both operations:
ol=wf=(a,a), 6,,r = 51.g = 2, Ix,.,1 = Ix1.,1=2~
w; = w: = (x. y, a), 52.T = 52,g = 2, Ix,,,1 = IPhI  = 2,
w$=cof=(a,x.y), 63.r  = 53,K  = 2, lx,,,l = Ix3,pl  = 2,
wd = w: = (x, . y1, x2 . Yz), 54.1  = CL! = 2, l.&,,I = P&l = 4,
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The matrix M(z) associated to the t and g is
M(z) =
2z2N’(z) Z2
z2N2(z) 12Z*+z2N*(z) ’
the first line of M(z) relates to the definition of t:E& = 2, and E!,, = 1; the second
line of M(z) relates to the definition of g: E~,~ -g - 1 for the first element, and
F$,~ = E:,~ = E:,, = 1 for the second element.
We also have Y(z) = [ {$~~]. This yields, after computation of the determinants,
and replacement of z by N(z)/( 1 + N2(z)),
N2(z)(l + N2(z))3 P,(N(z))
cT(z)=1+2N2(i)-N4(z)-Nb(z)=Q,(N(~))’
c”(z) = (1 +2N2(z))N2(z)(l  + N2(z))*  = P*(N(Z))
1+21v2(z)-N4(z)-P(z) Q2(N(z))’
The denominator (1 +2N2 - N4- N6) has no root for NE [0, 11. We are therefore
in the current case (1). Computation gives
N=,
Finally, C~=44(1+O(l/n)) and Cz=68(1+0(1/n)).
Study of case (2)
We can write
fl(N(z)) 1 P,(N(z))
Qi(N(z)) = (N(z) - 7)’ Q,(N(z))’
where s is a strictly positive integer, and ai is an integer polynomial such that
Qi( r) f 0. Then, around 7,
Applying the Transfer Lemmas of Section 2, and using approximation (Fl), we
obtain
(when there are d singularities on the circle of convergence of N(z), k: is the above
expression multiplied by d if n = ar(A) [mod d], and C’s = 0 otherwise), and thus
,i=k2n’s+l”2(l+O(&))n
with k2 = (-l)‘-’
1 -(s+I)/2  r(_$)
aG)T T(sl2)
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Finally, using I-(:) =& and
i
(P-l)! ifs=2p,
T(S’2)= $$A ifs=2p+l,
we obtain the following result.
Result 5.2
with
Example 5.2(a). We consider the same system as in Example 5.1, except that rule
R,, is replaced by rule Rtzs:
Rz, I(xAy, a) + g(x,y).
The matrix M(z) associated to the t and g is now
[
2z?N’( z) 2z2
z2N”(z) 12z2$.z2N2(z) .
We obtain, after replacement of z by N(z)/( 1+ N’(z)),
det(Id-M(z))=(l-N(Z))
(2N’(z)+ l)(N(z)+ 1)
(l+N2(z))3 ’
which yields
CT(z)= l N2(z)(l + N2(Z)) 1 P,(N(z))
1- N(z) I+ N(z) = 1 -N(z) @(N(z))’
C”(z)= l
N’(z)(l+ N’(z)) 1 J’,(N(z))
1- N(z) 1+ N(z) = 1 -N(z) Q2(N(z))’
We are in the current case (2). Computation gives P,(l)/Q,(l) = PZ(l)/Q1( 1) = 1
and finally,CL = C?E =$n(l+O(l/fi)).
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Example 5.2(b). Let us consider a system where the constructors are Constr = {a, *, .}
and the derived operators Der = (6, } are defined by the following rules:
R; r(a)+a
r(x6V.v) ri,:Ps(x)
Rq 6 i +0 *X rixf\s(v)
Since ar(*) = 1 and ar(*) = 2, N(z) = z(l+ N(s)+ N2(z)), which yields p = i and
T= 1. We have
2zN(z)+z 2zN(z)-tz
2zN(z) + z1 and  Y (z )=N(z)[ 1N(z)
We then get
N(z)
c”(Z)=(l_Z-2ZN(Z))2=
N(z)(l+ N(z) + N2(z))’
(1- N(z))~(~+ N(z))~
and
cr(z) = N(z) = N(z)(l + N(z) + N2(z))
1 -z-2zN(z) (1 - N(z))(l+ N(z))
Finally,
~~=~~n3’2(1+O(1/&)) a n d  ci=n(l+O(l/fi)).
Study of case (3)
Let 76 = N(p$. We have 0 <ph < p, and 0 < ~-6 < r. We can write
fl(N(z)) 1 Pi(N(z))
Q,(N(z)) = (N(z) - 76)’ Qi(N(a))’
where s is a strictly positive integer, and ai is an integer polynomial such that
ei( 7;) # 0. Then, using a Taylor expansion of z = N(z)/ @( ) in the neighbour-
hood of ~6, we get
(N-r;)+O((N-r:j2),
N=7;,
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from which we derive
N-T~=[~(~)/,-,I-l(z-~:‘)+O(lz-~;)l~
=-[~-~]~1(l-~)+o(~l-~~2).
Using this development in the previous expression of Pi(N(z))/ Q,(N(z)) yields
PAN(z))
Qi(N(z))
Thus,
cl; = (-1)‘
(when there are d singularities on the circle of convergence of N(z), C.2 is the
above expression multiplied by d if n =ar(fi) [mod d] and Cc = 0 otherwise), and
finally, we have our last result.
Result 5.3
with
(-1)” 1
k3 = (S -I)! ar(fi)?‘“A’-’
Example 5.3. We consider the same system as in Example 5.1 (or Example 5.2(a)),
except that rule R,, (or rule RT,,) is replaced by rule RT,.:
The matrix M(z) associated to the t and g is now
[
2z2N2( z) 3zz
z2N2(z) 12z2+  z2N2(2) .
This yields, after computation of the determinants, and replacement of z by
N(z)/1+N2(z)
C’(z) = (1+N2(z))*(1+3N2(z))N2(z)
1+2N*(z)-N4(z)-3N6(z)  ’
crazy = (I+ N2(z))*(1 +2N2(z))N2(z)
1+2N2(z)-N4(z)-3N6(z)  ’
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The expression (1 + 2N2( z) - N4(z) - 3 N6(2)) admits a root for r,, - 0.93336, which
gives p0- 0.49881 ( < p = i). We are therefore in the current case (3), nd computation
finally gives
~:=h(-$~(l+O(+=)), C*.=k;($h(l+O(-j==))
with k, - 0.27901, k; - 0.21234, and p/p:-- 1.00238.
We notice that, simply modifying one rule between Examples 5.1, 5.2(a) and 5.3,
induces respectively constant, polynomial or exponential cost. This illustrates the
great sensitivity of the cost of rewriting w.r.t. mild modifications within the rewrite
rules.
In the case of Example 5.3, p/p0 is close to 1, but the exponential growth can be
much faster; let us consider the following example on trees with the same constructors
as in Example 5.3:
R.; s(a) + a
where H is the complete binary tree with sixteen leaves lab lled by s(x) or s(y).
We have
C’(z) = N(z) = N(z)(l+ N’(z))
1 - 16zN(z) l-15N2(z) ’
The denominator is zero for r,, = l/a, that is p. = a/16 - 3.888/16, so that
P/PO-2.
Note. Computations for the examples in this section were also checked using the
assistant algorithm analyser LUO [ 111.
6. Conclusion
For the class of the regular term-rewriting systems, we have provided ways of
obtaining asymptotic evaluations of the cost series. The user does not need to
actually manipulate formal series, since our results are given under the form of
ready-to-use formulae. These results solely depend on physical characteristics of
the system, easily obtainable: number of variables and of constructors in the left-hand
sides, occurrences of derived operators in the right-hand sides. Then, the average
cost is constant, polynomial or exponential, according to the position of the singular-
ity of the expressions Q,(N(z)) closest to the origin. Such an analysis can be
performed automatically on the basis of a formal computation system.
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